Creativity Required!

These Magical Morsels are like little works of culinary collage art. Prepare to get creative!

YOU WILL NEED:
- Rice or wheat crackers of your choice
- Organic cream cheese
- Sunflower seeds
- Shaved coconut
- Cacao nibs
- Pomegranate
- Blackberries
- Black plums
- Blueberries
- Cherries
- Figs + any of your favorite fruits, nuts & seeds

PREPARE YOUR FRUIT “PALETTE”
1. Clear a workspace on your kitchen counter or dining room table.
2. Sort your fruits and ingredients out so that you can see what you have to work with.
3. Slice your larger fruits carefully into smaller pieces to show off their complex beauty.

PREPARE YOUR CREAM CHEESE “PAINT”
4. Marbleize your cream cheese mixing in crushed berries or the juices of your fruits.
5. Work your color into the spread with a fork.
6. Create a few different colorful spreads.

PREPARE YOUR CRACKER “CANVASES”
7. Apply your colorful cream cheese spread over the entire surface of your cracker.
8. Repeat with as many crackers as you wish.
9. Add highlights and splashes of color as you go until your canvas backgrounds are done.

CREATE YOUR “CULINARY COLLAGES”
Time to get creative! Add your fruits and other ingredients piece by piece. Experiment and have fun making your own unique mouthwatering works of art!
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